Annual Disclosure of Outside Interests

Name: Silvia Merler
Period covered: January/December 2017

Note: this disclosure form established following the adoption by Bruegel of its public Statement on Research Integrity, on 3 May 2006. The nature of each commitment shall be clearly described, as well as its financial impact, if any.

Academic Commitments

• PhD Student at SAIS Johns Hopkins (since 2015) – recipient of PhD tuition fellowship / stipend
• TA for various classes at SAIS Johns Hopkins (paid)

Political Commitments

• None

National Commitments

• None

Business / Commercial Commitments

• Occasional external contributions to The Economist Intelligence Unit (paid)

Other Commitments (e.g. participation in other think tanks or international committees)

• Editor and writer for the Italian online blog La Voce (unpaid)
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Signed: Silvia Merler